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Abstract— Data Sharing is beneficial activity in cloud 

memory. In this article, we show how to protectively, 

effectively, and scalable share data with others in cloud 

database. We explain new public-key cryptography which 

generate static-size encryption such that efficient allocation 

of decryption rights for any set of cipher texts is possible. 

The innovation is that one can cumulative any set of secret 

keys and make them as compact as a single key, but 

encompassing the power of all the keys being cumulative. In 

other words, the secret key holder can release a constant-

size cumulative key for scalable choices of cipher text set in 

cloud database, but the other encrypted files outside the set 

remain confidential. This compact cumulative key can be 

conveniently sent to others or be stored in a smart card with 

very limited secure database. We provide formal security 

investigation of our schemes in the standard model. We also 

describe other application of our schemes. In particular, our 

schemes give the first public-key patient-controlled 

encryption for scalable hierarchy, which was yet to be 

known. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Cloud storage is promising solution for providing present, 

convenient, and required accesses to large amounts of data 

shared over the social media like Google, Facebook, Gmail. 

Today, thousands of users are sharing personal data, such as 

images, audios and videos, with other users through social 

network applications based on cloud storage on a daily 

basis. Business people are also being attracted with cloud 

storage due to its numerous benefits, including lower cost, 

greater agility, and better resource utilization. 

 However, while enjoying the expediency of sharing 

data via cloud database. Users are also gradually more 

concerned about unplanned data leaks in the cloud. Such 

data spreads, caused by a unauthorized adversary or a 

misbehaving cloud operator, can usually lead to special 

Contravention of private security or business secretes(e.g., 

the recent high profile incident of celebrity photos being 

leaked in iCloud).To address users concerns over potential 

data leaks in cloud storage, a common method is for the data 

owner to encrypt all the data before uploading them to the 

cloud, such that the encrypted data may be recovered and 

decrypted by those who have the decryption keys. Such a 

cloud storage is often called the cryptographic cloud storage. 

However, the encryption of data makes it challenging for 

users to search and then selectively recover only the data 

containing given keywords. A common solution is to 

employ a searchable encryption (SE) scheme in which the 

data owner is required to encrypt probable keywords and 

upload them to the cloud together with encrypted data, such 

that for recovering data matching a keyword, the user will 

send the corresponding keyword trapdoor to the cloud 

performing search over the encrypted data. 

 In cloud server communication there is need of 

secure data transfer at both ends. Data sharing is an 

important functionality in cloud storage and we have to 

sustain the security policies. The organization/provider, 

expectation is even greater. They want uncomplicated 

operation of the storage transformation and effective 

management of the front-rear billing to subscribers or 

charge-back to user. They expect a robust API and ISV 

ecosystem to make service as easy as possible. 

 They also want strong organization and monitoring 

capabilities, like user authentication and account metering 

for clients, subscribers, departments or users. For any cloud 

storage solution data protection should be the most 

important service offered. Certain storage solution is 

developed to protect large files and large capacities but is in 

efficient at storing small files and capacities 

 In this one user encrypts files and data with 

dissimilar public-keys, but only sends user a single (stable-

size) decryption key. Because decryption key should be 

transfer via a secure medium and keep secret, small key size 

is always popular. For example, we cannot expect large 

database for decryption keys in the resource-constraint 

devices like smart mobile, smart chips, and wireless sensor 

device. Especially, these secret keys are usually save in the 

tamper-proof database, which is relatively luxurious. The 

present research efforts mainly focus on reducing the 

communication necessities (such as bandwidth/medium 

rounds of communication) like aggregate signature. 

 However, not much has been done about the key 

itself. Hence user saves his file on the cloud database in 

encryption format and with dissimilar keys but while 

sharing particular documents he generate common key for 

group of credential to share among group of other users. 

While searching the specific encrypted file local information 

is matched and particular document is returned. This local 

information is fetched and mapped at time of uploading. 

 In our system, we address this challenge by 

proposing the novel concept of key-aggregate searchable 

encryption (KASE), and instantiating the concept through 

concrete KASE scheme. The proposed KASE scheme 

applies to any cloud storage that support the searchable 

group data sharing functionality, which means any user may 

selectively share a group of selected files with a group of 

selected users, while allowing the latter to perform keyword 

search over the former. To support searchable group data 

sharing the main requirement for efficient key management 

are to fold. First, a data owner only need to distribute a 

single aggregate key to a user for sharing any number of 

files. Second, the user only need to propose a single 

aggregate trapdoor (instead of a group of trapdoor) to the 

cloud for performing keyword explore over any number of 

public files. To the best of our knowledge the KASE scheme 

proposed in this paper is the first famous scheme that can 

full both requirements (the key-aggregate crypto system, 
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which has stimulated our work, can satisfy the first 

requirement but not the second). 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

A. Achieving Secure, Scalable, and Fine-grained Data 

Access Control in Cloud Computing:  

Cloud computing is a coming out of computing example in 

which resources of the computing base structure are on 

condition that as services over the internet. As making 

statement of undertaking as it is, this example also takes 

forth many new questions for facts safety and way in control 

when users get work done by others sensitive knowledge for 

computers for having the same on cloud servers, which are 

not within the same law domain as facts owners. To keep 

sensitive user facts to be kept secret against untrusted 

servers, having existence answers usually send in name for 

cryptographic methods by disclosing facts decryption keys 

only to given authority users. However, in doing so, these 

answers as necessary put into use for first time a weighty 

computation overhead on the facts owner for key 

distribution and knowledge for computers business 

managers when in very small grains- grained facts way in 

control is desired, and thus do not scale well. The hard 

question of at the same time doing fine- grainedness 

scalability, and knowledge for computers secretly of way in 

control actually still remains unresolved. This paper 

addresses this hard open question under discussion by, on 

one hand, making clear and putting into force (operation) 

way in policies based on facts properties, and, on the other 

hand, letting the facts owner to representative most of the 

computation tasks mixed in trouble in in very small grains- 

grained facts way in control to untrusted cloud servers 

without disclosing the close relation facts what is in. We get 

done this end, purpose by making use of and uncommonly 

putting together techniques of attribute-based encryption 

(ABE), proxy reencryption and slow-moving reencryption 

Our made an offer design also has chief properties of user 

way in special right secretly and user secret key 

responsibility. Extensive observations shows that our made 

an offer design is highly good at producing an effect and 

provably safe under having existence safety copies made to 

scale. 

B. Secure Provenance: The Essential of Bread and Butter 

of Data Forensics in Cloud Computing:  

safe provenance that records being owner and process 

history of data ends is full of force to the good outcome of 

data forensics in cloud computing, yet it is still a hard 

question under discussion today. In this paper, to apparatus 

this unseen area in cloud computing, we made an offer a 

new secure provenance design based on the bilinear putting 

together expert ways of art and so on. As the essential bread 

and butter of data forensics and post observations in cloud 

computing, the made an offer design is represented by 

providing the information secretly on sensitive forms stored 

in cloud, name not given authentication on user way in, and 

provenance going after by signs on questioned printed 

materials. With the provable safety expert ways of art and so 

on, we formally put examples on view the made an offer 

design is safe in the quality example design to be copied. 

Cloud computing, as a coming out of computing example 

try to part place for storing, computation, and services 

transparently among a massive users, has gathered great 

Momentum from not only industry but also universities. In 

essence, cloud computing be covered in part many having 

existence ideas of a quality common to a group, such as 

made distribution, network and use computing. How- ever, 

driven largely by marketing and public organization 

offerings from great-sized united, as a body players like 

Google, Ibm and Amazon, cloud computing has became out 

of these ideas of a quality common to a group and become a 

new buzz word focusing on cloud more outline useable 

thing and services things taken round to. Once cloud 

computing steps into our daily lives, any locally stored 

information, such as email, word processing printed 

materials and spreadsheets, could be Remotely stored in a 

cloud. Then, we can use any termi- nals, e.g. computer, 

small computer and PDA and so on. To way in these 

information at any time, any where. Needing payment to 

these making statement of undertaking qualities, cloud 

computing has become increasingly attractive to the public 

C. Practical Techniques for Searches on Encrypted Data: 

It is desirable to store facts on knowledge for computers 

place for storing computers such as post computers and text 

record computers in encrypted form to get changed to other 

form safety and right not to be public dangers. But this 

usually suggests that one has to offering workings for safety. 

For example, if a client desires to get back only printed 

materials having in it certain words, it was not previously 

within one's knowledge how to let the knowledge for 

computers store existence-stage computer act the look for 

and answer the question without loss of facts secretly. In this 

paper, we make, be moving in our cryptographic designs for 

the hard question of looking for on encrypted facts and 

provide facts in support of safety for the coming out crypto 

systems. Our techniques have a number of important better 

chances. They are provably safe: they give provable secrecy 

for encryption, in the sense that the un-trusted computer can 

not learn anything about the plain text when only given the 

cipher- wording; they make ready question away from other 

things for searches, that is that the un-trusted computer 

cannot learn anything more about the plain text than the 

look for outcome; they make ready controlled looking for, 

so that the un-trusted computer can not look for a not based 

on rules word without the users authority; they also support 

put out of the way questions, so that the user may question 

the unlaw computer to look for a secret word without letting 

be seen the word to the computer. The algorithm we present 

are simple, tightly (for a printed material of length, the 

encryption and looking-for algorithms only need stretch out 

cipher and solid mass cipher operations), and present almost 

no space and communication overhead, and for this reason 

are useful to use today. 

D. Knox:  

Privacy-Preserving Auditing for Shared Data with Large 

Groups in the Cloud:With cloud computing and place for 

storing help, facts is not only stored in the cloud, but in a 

regular order shared among a large size number of users in a 

group. It remains out of view, however, to design a good at 

producing an effect apparatus to looking over of accounts by 

expert the true, good nature of such shared facts, while still 

keeping safe mind and physical qualities right not to be 

public. In this paper, we make an offer Knox, a privacy-
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preserving looking over of accounts by expert apparatus for 

facts stored in the cloud and shared among a greatly sized 

number of users in a group. In particular, we put to use 

group signatures to make homomorphic  authenticators, so 

that a third group overseer (TPA) is able to make certain of 

the true, good nature of shared knowledge for computers for 

users without getting back the complete facts. Meanwhile, 

the mind and physical qualities of the signer on each solid 

mass in shared knowledge for computers is kept private 

from the TPA. With Knox, the amount of information used 

for verification, as well as the time it takes to looking over 

of accounts by expert with it, are not acted-on acording to 

the rules of users in the group. In addition, Knox great acts 

homomorphic MACs to get changed to other form the space 

used to store such verification information Our testing 

results play or amusement that Knox is able to with small 

amount of money looking over of accounts by expert the 

rightness of facts, shared among a largenumber of users. 

With cloud computing and place for storing, users are able 

to way in and to part resources offered by cloud public 

organization givers at a lower marginal price. With 

Dropbox, for example, facts is stored in the cloud (operated 

by Amazon), and shared among a group of users in a 

collaborative way. It is natural for users to strange event 

whether their knowledge for computers keep being 

untouched over a longer stage in time of time: needing 

payment to hardware coming short of one's hopes and man-

like errors in an untrusted cloud general condition, the true, 

good nature of knowledge for computers stored in the cloud 

can become put at risk. To keep safe (out of danger) the 

true, good nature of facts in the cloud and to offer peace of 

mind to users, it is best to put into use for first time a third 

group overseer (TPA) to act looking over of accounts by 

expert tasks on the name of users. Such a third meeting of 

friends overseer enjoys quite enough 

computation/communication resources that users may not 

have as owner. Provable facts control (PDP), first made an 

offer by Ateniese et Al .lets a verifier to act public looking 

over of accounts by expert on the true, good nature of 

knowledge for computers stored in an untrusted computer 

without getting back the complete facts. coming after work 

put at point at which rays come together on how forcefull 

facts and facts right not to be public can be supported during 

the public looking over of accounts by expert process. 

However, most of earlier work only chief place on looking 

over of accounts by expert the true, good nature of personal 

facts. lately, Wang et al.first design a privacy-preserving 

public looking over of accounts by expert apparatus (named 

Oruta) for shared knowledge for computers in an untrusted 

cloud, so that the mind and physical qualities of the signer 

on each solid mass in shared knowledge for computers is not 

disclosed to the third group overseer (TPA) during a looking 

over of accounts by expert work. By keeping safe mind and 

physical qualities right not to be public, the TPA can not 

number in sign out which user in the group or which solid 

mass in shared knowledge for computers is a higher of great 

value Target than others. In this paper, we make an offer 

Knox, a new privacy-preserving apparatus to looking over 

of accounts by expert facts stored in an untrusted cloud and 

shared among a greatly sized number of users in a group. In 

Knox, we take better chances of group signatures to make 

homomorphic authenticators, so that the third meeting of 

friends overseer is able to make certain of the true, good 

nature of shared knowledge for computers without getting 

back the complete facts, but can not give knowledge of the 

minds and physical qualities of signers on all gets in the way 

in shared facts. meanwhile, the size of verification 

information, as well as the time it takes to looking over of 

accounts by expert with it, are not acted-on when the 

number of users having the same the facts increases. The 

first form user, who makes come into existence and shares 

the facts in the cloud, is able to join new users into a group 

without recomputing any verification information. In 

addition, the first form user(act as the group manager) can a 

bit group signatures on shared facts, and give knowledge of 

the minds and physical qualities of signers when it is 

necessary. We also put to use homomorphic MACs to 

effectively get changed to other form the amount of place 

for storing space needed to store verification information. 

As a necessary trade-off we let the third meeting of friends 

overseer to give part a secret key with users , which we have 

relation to as given authority looking over of accounts by 

expert. Although we let a given authority TPA to have as 

owner the secret key, the TPA can not work out well-based 

group signatures as group users because this secret key is 

only a part of a group users private key. To our best 

knowledge, we present the first apparatus designed with 

scalability in mind when it comes to support looking over of 

accounts by expert facts shared among a greatly sized 

number of users in a privacy-preserving form (of dress). 

E. Secure Sharing Of Data for Dynamic Multi Owner in 

Cloud Storage: 

Cloud computing is a coming out of computing example. It 

provides a money-related and good at producing an effect 

answer for having the same group support among cloud 

users. needing payment to frequent change of members in 

more than one or owner group, keeping safe user facts and 

their mind and physical qualities right not to be public 

becomes a hard offspring in cloud. In this, we make an offer 

a safe multi-owner knowledge for computers having the 

same design, for forceful groups in the cloud. By including 

group sign-mark and stateless give a radio talk encryption 

expert ways of art and so on, any cloud user can without 

name part knowledge for computers with others. meanwhile, 

the place for storing overhead, length of the sign-mark and 

the running time of the signing algorithm are independent 

with the number of group members. Cloud computing is 

took as having authority as a that possibly taking place in 

addition to old and wise information technology needing 

payment to its intrinsic usable thing having the same and 

low-maintenance qualities. In cloud computing, the cloud 

public organization givers (CSPs), such as Amazon, are able 

to hand over different services to cloud user with the help of 

powerful data centers. By moving the nearby knowledge for 

computers business managers systems into cloud computers, 

users can have special rights high quality services and but 

for important money put into business on their nearby roads 

and systems. one of the most deep services offered by cloud 

givers is knowledge for computers place for storing. Let us 

take into account an useful facts use. A company lets its 

staffs in the same group or divisions of an organization to 

store and part records in the cloud. By making use of the 

cloud, the staffs can be completely given out from the 
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needing much care nearby knowledge for computers place 

for storing and support. however, it also put forward an 

important danger to the secretly of those stored records. 

specially, the cloud computers managed by cloud givers are 

not fully law by users while the knowledge for computers 

records stored in the cloud may be sensitive and to be kept 

secret, such as business systems. To special field facts right 

not to be public, a basic answer is to encrypt facts records, 

and then upload the encrypted knowledge for computers into 

the cloud. Several safety designs for knowledge for 

computers having the same on untrusted computers have 

been made an offer. In these moves near, facts owners store 

the encrypted knowledge for computers records in untrusted 

place for storing and make distribution the being like (in 

some way) decryption keys only to given authority users. in 

this way, not with authority users as well as place for storing 

computers can not learn the What is in of the facts records 

because they have no knowledge of the decryption keys. 

However, the complex conditions of user taking-part and 

revocation in these designs are linearly increasing with the 

number of facts owners and the number of put an end to 

users, separately. By frame for events a group with a single 

property, Lu et Al put forward a safe provenance design 

based on the cipher text-policy attribute-based encryption 

way of doing, which lets any part in a group to part 

knowledge for computers with others. however, the question 

under discussion of user revocation is not made house 

numbers in their design. Yu et Al presented a scalable and 

fine-grained facts way in control design in cloud computing 

based on the key insurance agreement attribute based 

encryption expert way of art and so on. 

III. EXISTING SYSTEM 

An existing system contains a typical framework for sharing 

a several kinds of database which includes audio, video, 

picture, text etc. Such all data search and share by many 

users among that the complexity of data sharing increases 

due to multiple data for multiple users so, many security 

issues get occurs while sharing such kind of huge data. 

In this system we may fetch certain issues like as, 

 Data sharing  

 Data security 

 Key management 

 User to data mapping. 

 In this system we use a single key for each single 

user while sharing a data on cloud i.e. we assign a single key 

for every new database for every new user while sharing a 

particular file to a particular user. Due to this time is 

consumed so, complexity get occurred.  

 This system may not be capable of searching any 

kind of data as per user search. It also avoid sharing of 

multiple data to number of user at a time so, it generates 

data sharing complexity issues over sharing of huge data 

among multiple users. 

IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

In this proposed system one user encrypts files with different 

public-keys, but only sends a single (same-size) decryption 

key. Hence the decryption key should be sent via a secure 

medium and keep secret, small key size is always attractive. 

For example, we cannot anticipate large database for 

decryption keys in the reserve-restraint devices like smart 

mobiles, smart chips or wireless sensor devices. Especially, 

these secret keys are usually saved in the tamper-proof 

database, which is comparatively exclusive. The present 

research effortsmainly focus on minimizing the 

communication necessities (such as bandwidth and 

medium,rounds of communication) like growing 

signature.However, not much has been done about the key 

itself. Hence user can saves his file onthe cloud database in 

encryption format and with different keys but while sharing 

particularfile and documents he generate growing key for 

group of documents to share among group ofother users. 

While searching the particular encrypted file public 

information is matched andrespective document is returned. 

This public information is fetched and mapped at time 

ofuploading. 
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